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One of my favorite things about being an environmental journalist is that you
PHOTO EDITOR

are really an everything journalist. Diligently covering environmental issues might mean

Crista Dougherty

tromping through the woods after a group ofpreschoolers or rubbing elbows with local
policy makers. It might include reading scientific research or interviewing localfarmers,
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or anything in between.

Taylor Russell

Our job as journalists is to find answers. But in this issue of The Planet, we found
LAYOUT DESIGNERS

that the best answers sometimes lead us to more questions.

Susan Good

In some stories we discovered unsolved mysteries. Curious rock formations

Sarah Morris

favored by climbers along the Washington coast turn out to be part of a scientific intrigue

WEB DESIGNER
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dating back to Charles Darwin. The fate of an entire ecosystem hangs in the balance as
scientists search for the cause of sea otter decline in Alaska's Aleutian Islands.
Other stories encouraged us to look beyond the here-and-now and pose questions

WRITERS
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Yanrong Pang
Kirsten Miller
Nika Slade
Jason Austin

to the future. In the face of a moratorium on industrial wind-power projects and ongoing
community debate, can Whatcom County make wind power work? What will a large
mining operation mean for Bristol Bay's salmon and human inhabitants? With the
opening of the Arctic for oil exploration, can we be prepared to deal with the possibility
of another Deepwater Horizon, but this time in frozen northern waters?
Finally we found stories asking us to think critically about what it means to live

Raechel Youngherg
Alex Rumholz

"green." Preschools and childcare organizations in northwest Washington are encourag

James Rogers

ing children to connect with the natural world around them. A local nonprofit is on a

Femi Abehefe

quest to make purchasing localfood practicalfor Bellingham restaurants. And a bag ban
ordinance asks Bellinghamsters to give some thought to how they carry home their groceries.
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This winter. The Planet aimed to explore the full breadth of environmental
reporting and ended up finding more than we expected. So I hope as you read this issue
you will find some new question to ponder, something new to make you think.
Thanks for reading, and as always, we welcome comments and questions in

Brooke Warren

person, on paper and online.

COVER
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Stay curious.
ADDRESS
The Planet
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This version of the Planet Magazine is printed on 80# Mohawk Options
paper. It is composed of 100% post-consumer material. Mohawk is a certified
Women Owned Business Enterprise and is the first U.S. paper mill to offset
100% of its electricity with windpower renewable energy credits. It is also the
first U. S. premium paper mill to shift toward carbon neutral production.
Basically, they're environmental superheroes. We are proud to support them.

Editor-in-Chief

CONTENTS
OUTSIDE THE XBOX
Camp Terra is one of several outdoor schools in Western
Washington helping to battle Nature Deficit Disorder.

WINDS OF CONTROVERSY
Debate continues in Whatcom County about a moratorium on
industrial wind power.

WHAT’S IN THE BAG
Bellingham will initiate an ordinance in July 2012 that will ban
distribution of single-use plastic bags, but the long-term impacts
remain unknown.

THE LOCAVORE’S DILEMMA
Growing Washington partners with local restaurants and farmers to
make local produce more widely available.
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SEA OF CASCADES
Sea otters are a good indicator of the ‘cascading’ effects one predator
can have on its ecosystem when its food source runs out.

GAMBLING WITH RESOURCES
The communities around Bristol Bay dispute about whether or not a
copper mine and a fishery can coexist.

STONE LACE
The debate over the origin of the honeycomb weathering that began
in the time of Charles Darwin continues today.

OF ICE AND OIL
exclusive online stories, additional
photographs, and other content!

The Obama Administration has cleared Shell Oil Co. to drill in the
Chukchi Sea off of the north coast of Alaska, but questions of oil spill
response still remain.
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Nature-Deficit Disorder describes a lacking
relationship between humans and nature.
The cure? GET OUT!
Nature-Deficit Disorder is a term coined by

»

Richard Louv in the book “Last Child in the Woods ”
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Labeling it a disorder may be a stretch, but there is some

i*

data to support the idea that there are developmental
benefits to engaging with nature, said Gene Myers, associate
professor of environmental studies at Western Washington
University’s Huxley College. By encouraging children to
play outdoors and connect with nature, preschools and
nonprofit schools in Western Washington University are
combatting Nature-Deficit Disorder.
Pi®l

According to The Outdoor Foundation, a
nonprofit organization established by the Outdoor
1^

Industry Association, the number of children between
m'

ages 6 and 12 who participate in outdoor recreation
decreased from 78 percent in 2006 to 62 percent in 2010.
Erin Kenny, principal of Cedarsong Nature School
in Vashon, Wash., said childrens disconnection from the
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natural world is a growing problem.

ntf

Driving past Camp Terra^ sign onto a narrow, muddy |
road is like entering another world. Sunlight streams through
Wik

the tree canopy, creating a magical atmosphere in the
forest. Childrens laughter can be heard in the distance.
Walking down several muddy pathways, signs of
children embracing their natural environment can be
seen. Painted rocks and little works of art made from
twigs and other natural scraps hang on the trees’ branches.
children are stored.
Camp Terra is one of Cedarsong Nature Schools
summer camps. Cedarsong Nature School is a preschool
with nature immersion programs that provide opportunities
for children to engage in direct experiences with nature.
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Further along is a wooden shed where extra clothes for the

“It is an entirely outdoor year-round
program ” Kenny said. “There are certain
themes that emerged based on the weather or
the season that sort of determined how the
children end up playing and what activities
they gravitate toward.”
She said she started the school to
increase awareness and experience in the
natural environment.
“I always joke with people that I set up
this program because I need my outdoor time
every day and also I really have this need to
be around children ” Kenny said.
She said a lack of outdoor play brings
not only physical problems, such as obesity
but emotional and mental health issues as well.
The U.S. has seen a dramatic increase
in obesity in the past 20 years. As of 2010,
one-third of the U.S. adult population

Children and Nature Network, an education

was obese, and 17 percent of children and

al website that supports nature immersion.

adolescents between the ages of 2 and 19

“The growing problem is childhood

were obese, according to the Centers for

obesity and the reason for that is inactivity

Diseases Control and Prevention.

and too much sugar in our diets,” said John

The lack of interaction with nature,
along with parental fears of strangers and
road dangers may have contributed to the

Miles, graduate advisor of environmental
studies at Huxley College.
Miles said playing outdoors has its

ABOVE: Children stomp in the mud and run through
the trees playing make-believe with teachers who are
partners in their wonderment. Their play helps them
engage with nature and develop an interest in environ
mental issues, Kenny said.
BELOW: Camp Terra resides in the middle of the woods
on Vashon Island. The school has no electricity, and
children spend the whole school day outside, no matter
the Washington weather.

Associated Students Child Development

rise in obesity, vitamin D deficiency

physical benefits. Children burn off calories

Center and Wild Whatcom understand the

and other health problems related to low

instead of staying indoors with their

benefits of unstructured play in nature for

levels of outdoor play, according to an article

electronic devices, playing video games or

children, introduce children to classes and

titled “Childrens Nature Deficit: What

watching television.

programs of unstructured play in nature.

We Know- and Don’t Know,” by Louv and
Cheryl Charles, president and co-founder of

Nature immersion preschools and
clubs, such as Cedarsong Nature School, the

“It started with finding a dead mole,”
said Patricia Ashby, manager of the Child
Development Center.

when children are outside and
engaging all their senses, even the
quiet ones will become more expressive.

The children brought the dead mole
back to their classroom from one of their
nature walks. Their inquisitive nature took
over and the children started to ask questions
such as, “Where do moles live?,” “What do
they eat?” and “What lives underground?”
They found answers to their questions
* through Internet research and books. The
research sparked the start of a project where
the children developed a play, which was
filmed by one of the children’s dads who
works at Western’s Academic Technology and
User Services, Ashby said.
When children are outside and
engaging all their senses, even the quiet
ones will become more expressive, said
Elaine Elleins, an early childhood program
specialist at the Child Development Center.
Interactions with peers increase too, she said.
She said with natural, open-ended
materials children can use their imagina
tion and creativity. For instance, a stick can
become a building material or a writing utensil.
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That’s ok, you don’t need
to know. What you know
is feel. Be amazed.
But if the children are given a structured item such as a toy
car^ they are not provided as much opportunity to use their
imagination and creativity.
According to Charles’ article titled “Reconnecting
Children and Nature/’ children who spend time in unstruc
tured outdoor play are happier^ healthier^ smarter^ more coop
erative^ better problem solvers and more creative.
Kenny said children who go through the Cedarsong
Nature School program are much more likely to play outdoors
regardless of the weather.
“The other thing is^ they are more likely to be
concerned about the environment and interested in envi
ronmental issues/’ Kenny said. “They tend to have a higher
understanding about the earth as a holistic system.”
Randy Leventhal^ executive director of Wild
Whatcom^ a nonprofit organization dedicated to providing
outdoor education^ said while she was out on the Nature
Babies program, a Wild Whatcom program designed for
families, and children age birth to six, she noticed when a
child discovered something, their parents would suddenly
disappear from her eye-level as they squatted down to see
from their child’s perspective.
Miles said one of the discouraging things for parents
is not knowing anything about nature, so they are afraid
of answering questions about it. But he said he encourages
parents to go out and learn with their children.
“That’s ok, you don’t need to know,” he said. “What
you know is feel. Be amazed.”
Further into the forest, a group of seven children play
in a circle, singing at the top of their lungs.
Other children play a make-believe game of dragons
and warriors and run around trails in search of dragon dens.
In the middle of the play area is a knee-deep puddle
of water the size of a small garden pond. Close to the end of
class time, the children are given the green light to play in
it. The idea of unstructured play without restriction can be
seen as they splash and jump in the water and create a fishing
adventure with their own imaginations. C’

PANG YANRONG is an exchange journalisnn student at Western.
Born and raised in Singapore but studying in England, she has a
nose for travel, lifestyle and the environment.
ALECIA GAUSSOIN is a fine arts photographer and creative writing
major. She is a lover of feminist and gender theory and her cats,
Lucky and Boo.

ABOVE: Erin Kenny, the founder of Camp Terra, left her law degree behind in order to pursue her
real passion: outdoor education. Camp Terra puts children between the ages of 3 and 6
in an all-outdoor preschool, which helps to work against Nature Deficit Disorder by allowing
children to explore a relationship with nature.
BELOW: The children at the Child Development Center in the Fairhaven Residence Halls play
outside in the snow. While supervisors do roam the area, children are allowed to have uninter
rupted play where they can calculate their own boundaries and risks, something they might not
do while their parents are around.

THE LOCAVORE’S

Dilemma

STORY RAECHELYOUNGBERG I PHOTOS TAITTRAUTMAN

Since 1900, 75 percent of agricultural plant biodiversity
has been lost due to industrial agriculture, according to a
report on sustainable food systems in Food Policyjournal.
According to the same report, nine crops now account for the majority of American
plant consumption.
Loss of biodiversity and subsequent environmental degradation are among the
reasons cited by consumers for switching to locally-grown produce, according to a study on
food purchasing habits conducted by Colorado State University. The survey found 30 percent
of consumers would prefer to purchase local food from a farmers market or directly from
the farm rather than a supermarket.
Growing Washington is a local nonprofit aimed at helping facilitate that. Iheir goal
is to foster a community dedicated to sustainable and environmentally sound agriculture
practices. Through a variety of initiatives, such as their Restaurant Coalition, Growing
Washington is helping bring locally grown food into Bellingham restaurants. Despite the
sometimes higher costs of purchasing local, rather than from wholesale distributers, some
Bellingham restaurants have made the switch.
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Purchasing local has been promoted

use have a greater impact than they might

distributers offer is sometimes too good

as a way to curb the environmental impacts of

imagine^ according to a report on restaurants’

to pass up, he said.

the industrial agriculture system^ according

usage of local food in the journal Agricultural

to a report in the journal Applied Geography.

and Human Values. Consumers who experi

compete with subsidized industrial agriculture,

However^ the type of farm may be more

ence local food in a restaurant are more likely

while still paying a living wage to the farmers

important than the consumer s distance from
the farm^ according to a report on food miles in

to pursue local options in their daily liveS;

who provide the produce, Haynes said.

Environmental Science and Technology journal.
According to the report^ 83 percent of

according to the report.
The report also noted while restau

Growing Washington attempts to

He said locally produced food is not
overpriced—the government subsidies for

rants are interested in purchasing local; they

industrial agriculture allow produce to be

the greenhouse gas emissions from the average

are usually unable to find suppliers that can

deceptively cheap.

U.S. household s food-supply chain comes

handle the high-quantity shipments needed.

from food s production stage. Transportation

To overcome thiS; some restaurants and local

amount of their paychecks on food when

accounts for an additional 11 percent.

food producers have started organizations to

compared to other developed nations. Instead

Restaurants report that freshness
and locality of a product are more important

establish adequate distribution methods.

that extra money goes to medical expenses,

to them than its production^ according to a

the closest thing to such a distributer in the

report on restaurants usage of local food in
Agricultural and Human Values journal. It is

Bellingham area, Tookas said.

ourselves than to put dollar menu items into
our body,” Haynes said.

easier for a restaurant to convey the advantages

However, the price discrepancies
between wholesale and local sources remain

of local food to a customer^ regardless if its

high, Tookas said. Carrots, for instance,

As a new restaurant, Brandywine
has come up with innovative ways to lower

organic or not^ according to the report.

can cost $4 an ounce frorn a local source,

costs, Tookas said. To obtain local food,

while the wholesaler sells them for 75

Brandywine trades gift certificates to the

cents. The competitive price wholesale

restaurant for farmers’ local ingredients.

Jason HayneS; manager of Growing
Washington s Restaurant Coalition^ said

Currently, Growing Washington is

Locally produced food is not over
priced—the government subsidies for
industrial agriculture allow produce
to be deceptively cheap.
Growing Washington only sources from
small-scale, organic farms. Due to seasonality
of produce and demand, only a rotation of
around twenty restaurants in Washington are
purchasing from the organization at any one
time, Haynes said.
Brandywine Kitchen is one such
restaurant integrating local food into their
menu. Brandywine Kitchen started out
as a small heirloom tomato booth at the
Bellingham Farmers Market under the name
Brandywine Gardens. During the summer
of 2011, founders Azizi Tookas and Chris
Sunde expanded their business by opening
Brandywine Kitchen on Commercial Street
in downtown Bellingham.
“This food makes you feel good when
you’re done,” Tookas said.
Tookas said while local food is
delicious, he has to maintain a balance
between using local ingredients and running
a productive business. For some restaurants
the high price outweighs the incentive to go
local, Tookas said.
However, the types of food restaurants

Americans tend to spend the least

Haynes said.
“We should all think better of

However, this only covers food costs,
and not all restaurants are able to follow this
model, Tookas said. A local distributer who
can compete with wholesale prices would be
ideal for restaurants trying to make a profit
while utilizing local ingredients, he said.
Growing Washington is attempting
to create a year-round market for established

In Whatcom County’s farming community everyone works
together and wants to see their neighbors succeed.
local farmers and increase small businesses’

Sisters has a steady client base; which allows

Bellingham community but they continue to

access to local food^ Haynes said.

for more flexibility in menu items because

promote local food.

To okas said using Growing
Washington’s services is not always feasible
for his business^ as they only deliver twice a
week and have a $75 minimum for deliveries.
Growing Washington’s current system

customers are willing to pay a bit more for the
quality Albert said.
Lisa Dykstra; manager of Hopewell

The brewery maintains a completely
local menu aptly named ‘locavore;’ a term
used to describe a person who prefers to eat

FarmS; said they keep prices at a flat rate for

from within their locality Kemper said. This

the entire year and do not change it based on

is supplemental to their non-local menu.

is too restrictive; if they want to be widely

market fluctuations. She said sometimes it is

used something will need to change^ he said.

cheaper than wholesale. She said that even

products; restaurants tend to shy away from

if it is not; the restaurant is paying for higher

placing local items on their main menU; and

delivery costs and the freshness of the product.

instead utilize them in specials; according to

Susan Albert; owner of Pepper Sisters
on North State Street; used to partner with
Growing Washington but no longer does. She
said the website is not user-friendly.

One farm cannot grow enough food

Due to the seasonality of local

the report by the journal Agricultural and

for the entire world; Dykstra said. Sometimes

Human Values. This is how both Brandywine

a customer wants a crop that a farmer cannot

Kitchen and the Pepper Sisters use local

grow due to space or proper soil type. Instead

ingredients in their menus.

Instead of using Growing

the farmer may collaborate with another

Washington; Albert dedicates her time to

farm to ensure the customer receives what

“It’s nice to support local people; and
get fresh produce in [the restaurant];” Tookas

sourcing local ingredients for specials by

they need; she said.

said. “But you can’t go out of business;

“It needs to be easier for an idiot like
me;” Albert said.

using a variety of farms and grocerS; such as
Joe’s Gardens and Terra Organica.
For Albert; cost is not as much of a

In Whatcom County’s farming
community everyone works together and wants

otherwise you’re never going to buy local
produce ever again.” C:

to see their neighbors succeed; Dykstra said.

factor when purchasing ingredients as it is for

“We’re all in this together;” Dykstra said.

Tookas at Brandywine Kitchen. The Pepper

Growing Washington hopes to foster
this sense of community between the farmer;
restaurant and consumer; Haynes said.

TOP: The recently opened Brandywine Kitchen features a
seasonal changing menu inspired by locally grown food.
LEFT: Dawn breaks upon the blueberry field at
Hopewell farm. Blueberries are one of the biggest crops
that Hopewell cultivates come springtime. Hopewell
Farms Is one of the many local farms In alliance with
the Growing Washington organization.

Mari Kemper; co-owner of Chuckanut
Brewery and Kitchen on West Holly Street;
said the brewery has not experienced the
same support as the Pepper Sisters from the

RAECHEL YOUNGBERG is an environmental ed
ucation major who loves to travel and be outdoors.
TAIT TROUTMAN is an outdoor photographer
currently attending Western. Raised in the
Pacific Northwest, he enjoys the beauty of nature
around the world.
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Elfin is an Alaskan sea otter at
the Vancouver Aquarium. The
Alaskan sea otter population
is facing a rapid decline. Some
scientists hypothesizes the
main cause is orca predation.

WINTER 2012

SEA OF CASCADES

STORY ANDRENIKA SLADE | PHOTOS ELIZABETH RANSOM

Elfin, a 40-pound sea otter the size of a border collie, patiently awaits his next
meal as he wipes his tiny paws along the belly of his thick fur coat.
Elfin was transported to the Vancouver Aquarium from the
Alaskan Aleutian Island archipelago where his mother abandoned him.
With an insatiable appetite^ the seemingly insignificant sea otter is capable
of drastically altering population ratios of species within its marine ecosystem.
Along the shores of the volcanic arctic tundra, sea otter
abundance has declined from a population of about 96,000 to 6,000 in
less than 20 years - a 94-percent decrease - said marine ecologist Dr. Jane
Watson, a professor at Vancouver University. The loss of the sea otter is
causing a catastrophic collapse of the surrounding coastal marine life.
Dr. James Estes, former research scientist at the U.S. Geological Survey
and professor of ecology and evolutionary biology at the University of
California Santa Cruz, said his research pointed at orcas and humans
hunting orcas primary prey.
SEA OTTERS

Navigating through lush green aquatic kelp forests, sea otters
forage for sea urchins along the deep rock bottom terrain off the coastal
shores of the Aleutians. A sea otter will collect clams and shellfish all day
long to consume 25 percent of its body weight in order to survive.
“The sea otter diet is the equivalent of a 100-pound human eating
[the patties of] 100 quarter-pound cheese burgers every day and not
getting fat,” said Kirsten Shaw, an interpreter at the Vancouver Aquarium.
She is studying the effects of sea otters on nearshore ecosystems.
Comparing sea urchins to lawnmowers, Watson said sea urchins eat
everything and anything they encounter, including kelp.
“In the case of the otters, you lose otters, you lose kelp forests and
when you lose the kelp forests...you lose the fish populations that live in
the kelp,” Estes said. He said these are tangible effects on human welfare,
human economics and even human health.
Watson and Estes have been studying the remote, remarkable
landscape of the Aleutian Islands. The islands have acted as a giant labora
tory, giving scientists the ability to compare the environment with and
without sea otters, Estes said.
Watson said during the 1960s, the United States Atomic Energy
Commission used the Aleutians, specifically Amchitka island, as a site for
underground detonations of nuclear weapons, killing the sea otters in the
region. It wasn’t until 1968 that the commission agreed to relocate the sea
otters along the Pacific coast, and in 1973, otters were reintroduced back
to the Aleutians and thriving before the dramatic decline in 2000.
Her observations suggest from the time otters were hunted to
extinction in the Aleutian Islands, humans have been managing ecological
communities without the major predator: the sea otter.
“No one really thought anything of sea otters until the atomic
energy commission started testing nuclear devices at Amchitka island
in Alaska,” Watson said.

She studies the effects of sea otters on nearshore ecosystems. Her
research has found the ecological effects of sea otters were not discov
ered until the species was reintroduced into its historical range of British
Columbia, southeast Alaska, Washington and Oregon after that nuclear
blasts at Amchitka island. Scientists have observed a collapse of the popu
lation in those same waters ever since, Watson said. Estes hypothesizes
the decline was brought about by predation.
“I am absolutely sure that [the pollutants are not the cause],” Estes
said. He studied pollutants in sea otters and concluded the levels were not
a cause for concern.
The remote location of the Alaskan Islands that stretch about
1,200 miles from the Alaskan Peninsula shows no indication of oil con
taminants Estes said.
In agreement with Estes, Jim Bodkin said the rich offshore island
environment hosts an abundance of food for the sea otters, therefore the
decline is not related to food.
Bodkin, who leads the Pacific Nearshore Project for the U.S. Geological
Survey based in Anchorage, Alaska, said that the behavior of sea otters in the
Aleutians is consistent with that of animals that are being preyed upon.
THE SHIFT

Bodkin’s team of researchers observed a
dramatic change in the distribution of sea otters along the Pacific coast in
2011. No longer found in open ocean offshore habitats, sea otters in the
archipelago are found meters away from the mainland; tucked away into
rocky outcrops. He said the case for predation is strong, but not necessar
ily for predation by orcas.
Estes monitored a group of 100 sea otters in Clam Lagoon,
protected waters in the islands. The population was unique because it had
remained stable while the otter numbers elsewhere in the Aluetians were
declining. As soon as the group of otters ventured out into the hazardous
open ocean outside of the lagoon, they disappeared, Estes said.
According to Estes’s studies, the dynamics of the decline in the
Aleutians are most consistent with predation. Estes said he observed
more predation events and an increase in orca whales in the Aluetians at
the same time he observed the otter population begin to decline.
Given the amount of time and the area studied, Estes created a
model that calculated there would have to be 45,000 otters being eaten for
the population to decrease at the rate it did. He said that in Clam Lagoon
five otters would have to be eaten to remain consistent with those numbers.
Estes had observed a dramatic increase of presence of orcas in
the Aleutians, where in the past he hadn’t seen them at all. Once the otter
numbers went to low levels, the orcas began to disappear; Estes said.
“That was striking to me,” Estes said.
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Estes said he spotted five or six orca
attacks on the sea otters of Clam Lagoon. Only
a few of them were confirmed fatalities though.
His calculations of the frequency of orca
predation matched his field observations and were
consistent with the large amount of otter fatalities.
The post World War II whaling industry
sparked predation of orcas on smaller species,
according to a study conducted by Dr. Alan
Springer, oceanography professor at the
University of Alaska Fairbanks. According to a
study on marine mammals in Alaska by Estes
and Springer, when industrial whalers hunted
millions of large whales in the Pacific Ocean historically a main food source for the marine
predator - orcas had to turn to alternative and
less substantial food sources.
Estes’ and Springer’s studies suggest
orcas began hunting their next food source,
seals and sea lions, but depleted those popula
tions. Once the preferable and substantial food
sources were diminished they had to switch to
one of a low fat content: sea otters.
“[Orca predation is] a pretty controver
sial idea,” said Watson.
The debate over orca whale influence on
the sea otters in the Aleutians has Dr. Lance
Barrett-Lennard, head of the cetacean research
program at the Vancouver Aquarium, research
ing the sudden shift in orca whale feeding
preferences. A 40-pound otter is a desperate
snack for the stocky 8,000-pound orca, BarretLennard said.
RIGHT: Jim Bodkin, marine biologist for the Pacific
Nearshore Project, shows an otter skuli Alaskan sea otters
have rounded teeth similar to humans that enable
them to bite through the sea urchin’s spiky exterior.
MIDDLE: Spiny purple sea urchins, such as the ones
here at the Vancouver Aquarium, are a main food
source for sea otters. Sea urchins crowd the rocky
bottom of the Bering Sea off of the Alaskan Aleutian
Islands, indicating a lack of sea otters in the region.
BELOW: Orcas swim off the coast of the San Juan
Islands in Washington. Transient orcas have been
forced to feed on otters due to the decline of their
typical diet. Photo courtesy of Neil Baunsgard.

Barrett-Lennard focused his research on
the behavior and ecology of orcas and analyzed
the hypothesis that the sea otter population
decline can be attributed to the orcas.
“Orcas often don’t completely consume
prey, like with sea otters, they don’t eat the skin.
They can shake the animals body right out of
the skin,” Barrett-Lennard said.
He said though orca predation on sea
otters in the Aleutian Islands is possible, beach
combers should be finding otter skins washed
up on shore, which is not the case. BarrettLennard and other scientists remain inconclu
sive as to why the population has collapsed.
A dead orca whale filled with five otter
remains washed ashore in the Prince William
Sound, suggesting orca predation. Bodkin said.
At the Vancouver Aquarium, Elfin
playfully pops his head out of the ice-cold water
only to flaunt an adorable acquitted expression.
Little does Elfin know, the decline of his species
is dramatically illustrating the cascading effects
that a single predator species may have on the
dynamics of an entire ecosystem. And you can
bet Elfin, along with the scientists studying this
trend, doesn’t know what is causing it. C?
ANDRENIKA SLADE is a senior studying geogra
phy and environmental resource management at
Huxley College of the Environment.
ELIZABETH RANSOM is a photography student
within the fine arts department who grew up
in Great Britain and the Pacific Northwest. Her
photography is influenced by her travels and sur
rounding environment.

The sea otter diet is the
equivalent of a loopound human eating
[the patties of] lOO
quarter-pound cheese
burgers every day
and not getting fat.
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vor Mhrgan, 22,*fias ryot yet demded if he is going to continue attending
^W^steniJ^ashingt^ University, or just keep fishing. Morgan, who has been JM
\jishTng for rrlf^ them i6 years, is the captain of the '‘Intruder,” a commercial
_
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P Jishtng ship, and is one of approximately io,ooo people who make their living
fron^the Bristol Bay ecosystem in southwest Alaska.

Bristol Bay is one of the last great
salmon reserves, and the largest salmon

^

$4.1 to $5.4 billion annually in total economic
activity.
The three biggest towns in the Bristol

run, remaining in North America. A mineral
deposit worth an estimated $300 billion,

Bay area are Dillingham, King Salmon and

which encompasses the largest undeveloped

Naknek, which all run commercial and sport

deposit of copper and large quantities of gold

fishing operations in the bay. Aside from

and molybdenum ore, is located about 100

Dillingham and King Salmon, almost all other

miles northeast of the bay.

major communities in the area are inhabited

This mine could bring a surge of new
industry into the state ofAlaska and create
a new way of life for the inhabitants of the
area. However, the people involved with each
of these resources disagree about whether a
world-class mine and a world-class fishery can
coexist in the same region.

primarily by Alaskan Native Americans.
Morgan said native communities rely
on salmon as a major food source and, hke
the larger towns, residents primarily find jobs
somewhere within the fishing industry.
"Salmon is the only thing they have,
it is their only infrastructure, their entire way
of life/’ Morgan said. "It’s the only reason

BRISTOL BAY TODAY

This year the World Wildlife Fund
reported economic benefits from commercial
fishing in the Bristol Bay area ranged from

anybody lives here.”
The proposed mine would be located
100 miles inland and to the northeast of
Naknek, where Morgan ports his vessel

"111

Protection Agency and Alaskan residents
in February.
Heatwole said by adhering to the
environmental standards set by the state of
Alaska, Pebble will be able to build a mine
that will be safe, profitable and supply enough
copper to last generations.
Copper is required for many forms
of technology including cell phones,
computers and refrigerators. Heatwole said
copper, and therefore mining, is required
for green technologies. Electric cars like the
Chevrolet Volt need about 150 pounds of
copper, wind turbines need three tons of
copper each and solar panels are about 60
percent copper, he said.
"Our standard of living requires
ABOVE: Fisherman who flock to Bristol Bay during the fishing season caught Over 20 million fish in last year. The
rivers where many salmon spawn are near the proposed location for Pebble Mine, which could affect the habitat
conditions for the salmon. Photo courtesy of Trevor Morgan.

minerals, and in this case copper is a pretty
important part of our lives,” Heatwole said.
"And I don’t think a lot of folks appreciate the
role that it plays in our lives.”

during the ofF-season. The plans for Pebble
Mine are overseen by The Pebble Part
which is a partnership between AngloAmerican of the United Kingdom and
Northern Dynasty Minerals of Canada. The
Pebble Partnership has estimated there are
more than 80.6 billion pounds of copper,

an expansive ecosystem as Bristol Bay. Once
Pebble submits a mine plan, detailing how the
mine would be built and operated, agencies
such as the Alaska Department of Fish and
Game will be able to assess the possible
effects of the mine, she said.
"What is significant change in

Heatwole said the company will
most likely start with the construction
of a very large open pit mine in order
to reach the minerals that lie near the
surface of the deposit. This type of mine
will require a tailings impoundment to
contain the large amounts of waste that

5.6 billion pounds of molybdenum and 6.7

environmental conditions?” Harper asked.

will be generated from the removal of

million pounds of gold at the site.

"It s something that managers struggle

earth during mining operations.

Before Pebble can move into the

with because it means different things to

Tailings impoundments are huge dams

permitting process, habitat biologists such

different people and you know we have to

of rock made to contain the waste material

as Kate Harper at the Alaska Department

put a value on that.”

from a site and typically include wells to route

\

of Fish and Game, must analyze the aquatic
habitat around the mine. A number of other
agencies will examine other environmental
factors as well.
Harper said many river systems flow
around the ore deposit and parts of these
river systems serve as salmon spawning
grounds. Last year, according to the com

Last year, fishermen caught
approximately 22.6 million fish out of
the 31.3 million total in the run.

mercial fisheries department s data, fishermen
caught approximately 22.6 million fish out of
a 31.3 million total in the run.
Harper said salmon that make it
upstream require very specific conditions
in order to spawn. Without the right condi
tions, eggs can be washed away, dry out or
be smothered by sediment, which could
devastate the salmon runs.
Harper also said that without a mine

THE PEBBLE PERSPECTIVE

The Pebble Partnership is confident

and test water for contamination.
Pebble Mine is expected to add more

that no significant change will occur to the

than 3,000 jobs to the Bristol Bay area, which

ecosystem. Mike Heatwole, vice president for

Heatwole said is in dire economic condition

public affairs at the Pebble Partnership said

and in need of jobs.

the partnership has invested more than $500
million in research at the site.
Approximately $120 million of that

The Pebble Partnership has already
changed lives in the area by offering large
scholarships to Alaskans in the region for

has gone toward environmental research,

degrees related to mining, and giving money

plan, determining any changes the mine may

which includes a 27,000 page document

to tribes in the area for community events

produce will be extremely difficult in such

that was presented to the Environmental

and infrastructure improvement.

'V

ONE RESOURCE FOR ANOTHER?

David Chambers has a Master of
Science in engineering and 35 years of experi
ence in mineral exploration. He is also the

OPPOSING SIDES

Heatwole said the Pebble Partnership
will not go forward if there is risk to the salmon.
“Some of the people who are opposed

president of The Center for Science in Public

to the project have tried to set this up as a

Participation^ a nonprofit that advises interest

choice between fishing or mining and we

groups and tribal organizations on issues

just don’t believe that;” Heatwole said. “I take

related to mining and water quality.

my kids out fishing just as much as the next

He said the Pebble Partnership should
be less confident in their mine.
“At Pebble you’re going to have
billions of tons of this waste material to store

guy. The notion that we are going to pursue a
project that would destroy that; well; we just
fundamentally disagree with that notion.”
Chambers said while he believes a

behind tailings dams that you have to build;

mine like this could help people; it simply is

also out of waste material; and those dams

not worth the problems it could create.

have to stand for perpetuity” Chambers said.

“While I can’t say yeS; it would fail;
and would hurt the salmon; it’s a considerable

In a study of twenty-five major hard
rock mines from the last 25 yearS; mines

risk;” Chambers said. “There’s lots of copper

failed to meet water quality standards 76

around the world; you know?”

percent of the time according to a 2008

Bristol Bay has two important

report titled “Comparison of Predicted and

resources pitted against one another. Each

ABOVE: Sockeye salmon, pictured at Barkley Village

Actual Water Quality at Hardrock MineS;”

offers its own important benefits. Americans

which was funded by Washington D.C.

certainly need copper. But maybe; as

Haggen, are the species most commonly caught in
Bristol Boty.

based organization Earthworks.

Chambers suggests; this is not the right place

BELOW: The pebble deposit is located to the north of

to be looking. C?

Lake lllamna close to the Newhalen and lliamna native
American communities. It is this region that miners at
the Pebble Partnership plan to develop and fishermen
from Bristol Bay hope to protect.

Failure to meet standards resulted
in contamination of the ecosystem around
the mines when companies and permitting
bodies estimated that there would be none.

c.

Chambers said this means mining

ANCHORAGE ^

companies are often too optimistic in their
predictions about containment processes.
He said because the deposit is located in
an earthquake zone; and is very close to
groundwater and surface water; it could
pose a risk no matter how well engineered
the impoundment.
PEBBLE PARTNERSHIP

Brian Kraft owns and operates three

bake lliatnna

remote sport-fishing lodges in Alaska; his
main lodge is located on Lake Illiamna.
Kraft said while he understands what

DILLINHAM

the people of Alaska could gain economically
NAKNEK <

he is still against the project.
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“It s unfortunately not worth the financial
risk;” Kraft said. “No amount of money can replace

BRISTOL BAY

the salmon runs that get destroyed by this.”
Kraft said he worries that eventu
ally the mine will create problems for the
ecosystem of Bristol Bay whether caused by
failure of tailings impoundments; or simply
using too much water at the site; which could
adversely affect salmon spawning grounds.
“We re going to be wondering; ‘How
did this happen; how did all of a sudden this
get to this point?’” he said.

JAMES ROGERS is a junior studying journal
ism and environmental studies with a minor in
English.
BROOKE WARREN is a visual journalism major
who enjoys spontaneous outdoor adventures
paired with an understanding of the environ
ment . She seeks to expose the raw beauty of the
world.in all its forms.
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energy, starting his own energy consulting
company in 2007 after gathering over 10

County Council passed a temporary morato
rium on commercial wind power generation,

years of experience working as a consultant

making large-scale wind power difficult to

for such energy giants as BP PLC and Pacific

pursue in Whatcom County.

Corp. He started Cascade Community Wind

This seems to run counter to the
reputation the county has built over the years.

Company in late 2008.
“Get a hold of your power!” is

Bellingham was the first Washington recipient

the motto of Cascade Community Wind

of the Environmental Protection Agency’s

Company. Meyer said his company seeks to

Green Power Leadership Award, and in 2011

partner with local landowners to lease out

placed second on the Washington Post’s list

property for the sake of wind power

of 25 best cities for independent business.

generation. The landowners then get a

Terry Meyer said he thought that,
given these circumstances, Whatcom County

share of the profits.
“The bottom line for me is making

would be a good place for his business.

people’s power bill cheaper,” Meyer said. “I

Meyer, founder and self-proclaimed “head

don’t even bring up environmental benefits

cheese” of Cascade Community Wind

much of the time because a cheaper power

Company, explained the advantages of

bill is enough to convince people.”

community wind models in his tiny, upstart

•

tv

V:‘.-J- ■

•,

Commercial wind facilities have

office space in downtown Bellingham. He has

the potential to benefit rural communi

an extensive background in the field of wind

ties, according to a 2004 report by the

%

mf

IMAGE: These smaller wind turbines at the
Wild Horse Wind and Solar Facility in Kittitas
County. Wash, are similar to the ones Terry
Meyer intends to install on Squalicum Mountain
in Whatcom County. However, a moratorium
was passed by the Whatcom County Council to
delay wind turbine installation.
r..

m
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Government Accountability Office. Meyer
said the public should think of wind as
a natural resource that can be harvested
alongside traditional farm goods.
Meyer explained the details of one
project that did not turn out quite the
way he planned.
It started in 2009 when Cascade
Community Wind Company looked
at Squalicum Mountain as a potential
location for wind power generation^ Meyer
said. Squalicum Mountain is a small rural
community uphill from Lake Whatcom’s
north shore. It has an exposed ridgeline and
land available for lease; making the site ideal
for commercial wind; Meyer said.
Meyer visited the site with his crew
and; over the course of2009; gathered data to
measure how profitable a wind facility would
be in the area.

‘'Once we concluded the study; we
were excited to see the potential of the
area;” Meyer said.
After determining the area was
suitable for wind development; Meyer sent

ABOVE: Terry Meyer, founder of Cascade Community Wind Company, discusses the benefits of wind turbines.
Puget Sound Energy customers would have the option to buy wind turbine shores, which would provide them with
cheaper energy costs.

out a letter informing residents of the project

project was fear and concern; and she was un

Kaufman said the community

and encouraging them to join in the discus

comfortable with the idea of industrial-sized

gathered a collection of documents; mostly

sion as to how to optimize the project for the

equipment in her community.

from medical journals; regarding the health

neighborhood s benefit. Meyer said this was

“The general reaction was one of

side effects of wind power facilities. Among

when he realized Squalicum residents were

confusion;” said Cary Kaufman; another

those documents were the work of anti-wind

not of the same mind as him.

resident of Squalicum Mountain. “When we

power advocate Nina Pierpot and her organi

got the letter; everybody called their neighbors

zation Wind Watch; Mawson said; as well as

to ask what this thing was all about.”

a collection of academic articles written on

“Just because he was excited doesn’t
mean everyone in the area waS;” said Margaret

the subject; including acoustic studies and a
report on the effects of turbines on migratory

rrp Int p Irri
xA. f
Lp
w

bird species.
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When residents of Squalicum realized

waves that have caused communities

plans for the wind power facility in their
area could possibly be implemented; the
community took their concerns to their
elected officials; Kaufman said.
The move caught many off-guard.

Mawson; a longtime resident of Whatcom

Kaufmau; a local oncological

“The concerns came completely out of

County who has lived in the Squalicum

surgeon and longtime resident of Squalicum

the blue;” said Ken Mann; Whatcom County

Mountain neighborhood for seven years.

Mountain; said he was not concerned with

Council member and the lone opposition

the visual or aesthetic impact of the project;

vote on the wind moratorium.

Mawson hails from the big island of
Hawaii; which is also home to an abandoned

rather his concerns were over the noise

wind power facility. She said the facility is

caused by such facilities being close to home.

located in one of the nation’s windiest spots
and now is nothing but a waste.
Mawson said she was frustrated

Wind mills generate low frequency

Mann worked with Meyer in 2010 to
develop a commercial wind ordinance that
would stimulate local business and encourage

waves that have caused communities to

local energy entrepreneurs; Mann said.

complain about health effects and increased

with the way Cascade Community Wind

noise; according to a 2011 report published

“A little bird told me to be at the
[County Council] meeting;” Meyer; who

Company went about involving residents of

by the World Health Organization.

made a public comment; said with a wink.

the area. She said her initial reaction to the

“Otherwise I would have had no idea this
was happening.”

TOP: Terry Meyer continues to try to bring wind power
to Whatcom County. He has begun a new project on
Galbraith Mountain. This digitally enhanced photo
indicates how wind turbines installed on Galbraith
Mountain would appear.
BOTTOM: Margaret Mawson, resident ofSqualicum
Mountain, is against the installation of the wind
turbines in her community. She is concerned by the
presence of large industrial-sized equipment rather
than the aesthetics of the wind turbines.

Residents from Squalicum Mountain
presented a collection of documents and
argued for a more restrictive ordinance to
reflect human health concerns^ according to
the agenda minutes from that meeting. The
emergency moratorium on wind power ap
plications passed 6-1; with Council members
Sam Crawford and L. Ward Nelson saying
they wanted more time to review the topic.
‘T was stunned;” Meyer said in a
frustrated tone. “It sends such a discouraging
message to small businesses. I feel like the
County Council took my livelihood away
because of a few NIMBYs.”
NIMBY; or not in my backyard; is
a term used to describe opposition to the
locating of something considered undesir
able in ones neighborhood; according to
Merriam-Webster Dictionary.
The residents of Squalicum were
outraged when Mann openly called them
NIMBYs in an editorial to the Bellingham
Herald. Kaufman said it is not about having
the development in the area; but the noise
it would generate. He said the development
should be further away from residential areas.
“They like to claim that we are against
wind power and renewable energy that we
are easily frightened and ignorant;” Kaufman
Mann said the moratorium issue is a

a local government process that meets the

said. “It s an easy way to win an argument in
this sound bite era we live in. The fact iS; no
one; until recently has questioned the studies

symptom of government overreach.

done by the wind power industry. There s big

County is a place where the government

money in wind.”

can come in and change the rules without

munities. The future of American energy
depends on the nature of this balance; and

warning;” Mann said. “Fm all for a fair discus

only time will tell if wind power works for

the validity of wind studies that have been

sion about the impacts of wind power; but for

Whatcom County. C?

funded by the energy industry. She defended

the sake of our business community the rules

the validity of their information; saying

shouldn’t be changed at whim.”

Mawson said she does not trust

they found sufficient evidence that health

“This ordinance says look; Whatcom

Since that council meeting; stake

concerns are associated with wind power

holders on both sides of the issue have been

facilities that are too close to residential areas.
“Why would all these people; from

meeting regularly to work out an agreement.
Mann said reasonable compromise will win

the East Coast to Germany to New Zealand;

in the end.

have a problem if nothing was going on?” said

But regardless of the outcome; the

Mawson; referring to anecdotal evidence she

economic and cultural debate over wind

gathered when researching the topic.

power rages on. The challenge is providing

growing demand for renewable energy
while preserving the nature of local com

JASON AUSTIN is a senior majoring in environ
mental policy and minoring in political science
and economics. He is thrilled by the social
experiment called democracy and has a soft spot
for underdogs.
ELIZABETH RANSOM is a photography student
within the fine arts department who grew up
in Great Britain and the Pacific Northwest. Her
photography is influenced by her travels and sur
rounding environment.
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IMAGE: Honeycomb weathering erodes small
holes into sandstone. The origin of these holes
has been heavily debated. George Miistoe said
four factors contribute to honeycomb
weathering: salt, water, porous rock, and an
environment where the rock can become both
wet and dry.
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STONE LACE

STORY KIRSTEN MILLER | PHOTOS ELIZABETH RANSOM

Equipped with, climbing shoes strapped to colorful
backpacks that contrasted the bleak day, a group of
five students stumbled over the rocky beach toward an
overhanging, sandy rock wall. It wasn’t quite raining,
but everything was wet.
As the students approached the

Clayton is also one of the many

rockS; they quickly dropped their gear^

beaches featuring networks of hexagonal

strapped on their shoes and pulled out a black

pockets that form on boulders and cliffs

bag of climbing chalk. The climbers found

in certain environments; said John Place;

rounded pockets conveniently carved into the

a junior studying recreation at Western

sandy wall. Their hands left white chalk marks

Washington University.
These pockets have become widely

as they began to climb toward the sky.
The large cliffs are covered with

referred to by geologists as honeycomb

resembling honeycomb from a beehive. The

weathering.
The patterns can be found all over

students took turns scaling the rock wall

the world; from the Arctic to the equator;

while the others watched from the beach^

spanning desert and coastal environments.

helping spot the next convenient hand or foot

However; sandstone in Whatcom County

hold. What the rock climbers did not know

has some of the most spectacular examples

was they were climbing on a long-standing

of honeycomb weathering in the world;

geological mystery.
Clayton Beach; located south of

said George Mustoe; geology research

patches of small^ intricate pockmarks

Bellingham off Chuckanut Drive; is one
of the many publicly accessible beaches

technician at Western.
The honeycomb weathering process
is an age-old mystery that still leaves sci

along the coast of the Puget Sound

entists puzzled. Presently few studies have

known for its unique beauty and natural

used scientific data to explain the cause of

forms of recreation.

this natural phenomenon.

THE PLANET

Recorded observations of the

waves is then absorbed into the sandstone.

weathering process date back to the late

As the rock drieS; the absorbed water

1800s^ when Charles Darwin described

evaporates; leaving salt crystals between the

seeing honeycomb patterns on the

sand. As the salt crystals grow they wedge the

sandstone cliffs around King George s

sand grains apart; causing them to flake off.

Sound off the coast of Australia.

Mustoe s research also looked at the
effect biofilm has on the process.

In his journal; Darwin hypothesized
that sandstone formed around the branches

The rocks surface; like all natural

and roots of trees that later decayed; leaving

surfaces; has microscopic organisms living

the surrounding sandstone in the intricate

on it called biofilm; Mustoe said. They act

honeycomb pattern.

like a raincoat; protecting the rock from the

In 2011; an Australian enthusiast in

splashing salt water.

cryptozoology - literally meaning the study
of hidden animals - emailed Mustoe with

the cavities because it is more sheltered from

his hypothesis that the cavities were actually

the harsh coastal elements; Mustoe said.

The biofilm favors living on the side of

scrape marks left by an extinct line of flying

The center of the divots will erode

serpents. Mustoe said he welcomes diverse
opinions because he appreciates interest in

faster because the organisms are not there

the environment.
Though he now focuses the majority
of his research on paleontology, Mustoe is

protecting the rock. This is the ideal formula
for the spectacular honeycomb weathering to
occur; Mustoe said.
Nick Doe is the lone opposition to

recognized in the scientific community as the

Mustoe s theory. Doe; honorary research

“honeycomb guy” he said.

associate of the Earth Sciences Department

The honeycomb weathering process
is an age-old mystery that still leaves
scientists puzzled.
Mustoe s research focused on coastal
sandstone in the Chuckanut Formation - a

research points to a simpler cause of

combination of different types of rocks;

honeycomb weathering.

including sandstone; deposited mostly by a
flowing stream more than 42 million years

Doe s research has led him to
believe the main factor in the formation of

agO; said Sam Y. Johnson; a research geologist

honeycomb weathering is water that has

at the U.S. Geological Survey.

seeped into the rock and is flowing back

Mustoe s research suggests
honeycomb weathering is a process

toward the surface. When it reaches the

dependent on four key factors: salt; water;

wedge the sand grains apart; a similar idea to

rock full of pores small enough for particles

Mustoe s hypothesis.

to pass through - in this case; sandstone -

ABOVE: George Mustoe is an advanced researcher in
thefieid of honeycomb weathering. He uses a scanning
electron microscope to study the surface and chemical
structure of the sandstone in order to better explain the
weathering process.

of Vancouver Island University said his

surface; the water evaporates and salt crystals

Doe said he disagrees that waves

and an environment in which the rock can

create the commonly observed hexagonal

become both wet and dry.

patterns because splashes are random; and

Any ocean coast with porous rock
is an ideal spot for these four key factors to

the honeycomb pattern has a consistent

merge. The salt water from wave splashes

geometric arrangement.
Doe s findings have only been

supplies the salt and water sources.

published in one journal; of which he is

When waves splash onto the rock;
the salt water collects on the rock s uneven

the editor.
“It is not a peer-reviewed journal; but

surfaces; Mustoe explained while drawing a

I run my work by any geologists I know at

diagram of wavy lines and scattered circles

Vancouver Island University who have time

to illustrate the process. Salt water from the

to read them and by George Mustoe and

ABOVE: The weathering process called honeycomb
weathering can be found all over the world, from
desert environments to beaches. Local parks, such as
Larrabee State Park, provide some of the most
accessible examples of honeycomb weathering
available to the public.
IMMEDIATE RIGHT: Graham Bailes, a Bellingham
resident, uses the honeycomb divots to grasp onto the
sandstone at Clayton Beach. Honeycomb weathering
makes the rock brittle and often causes it to break off
making climbing on the rock more hazardous than
other surfaces.
FAR RIGHT: Under a scanning electron microscope,
the pores in the sandstone honeycomb cavity are
obvious. It is within these tiny holes that the salt
wedges apart the rock.

one or two interested people down there in
Washington ” Doe said.
Mustoe said Doe s hypothesis is valid;
however; he said Doe does not factor in the
close proximity of the honeycomb weath
ering to the salt water or the presence of
microorganisms.
Although Doe and Mustoe’s ideas
are incompatible; they have agreed to
disagree; and do not discredit each other s
work; Doe said.
“You look at the world through the
eyeglasses you have been given;” Mustoe said.
“It is a good thing to always consider ideas.”
Despite being a geological unknown;
the rocks at Clayton Beach are a great place
to get in a short climb after clasS; Place
said. Although competing explanations of
honeycomb weathering exist; one thing
remains certain: view-seekers and casual rock
climbers alike can enjoy the weathered rocks. C:

KIRSTEN MILLER will graduate in winter 2012
with a focus on disaster reduction and emergen
cy planning and minors in geology and Spanish.
ELIZABETH RANSOM is a photography student
within the fine arts department who grew up
in Great Britain and the Pacific Northwest. Her
photography is influenced by her travels and sur
rounding environment.
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OF ICE AND OIL
STORY KYLER BARTON | PHOTOS ALECIA GAUSSOIN

editor’s note:

Repeated attempts were made to contact Shell Oil Company for

comment on this story. In an emailed response. Media Relations Coordinator Kayla
Macke said Shell was in a “quiet period” and was unable to respond to our inquiries.

A remote expanse of the Chukchi Sea off the northern coast of Alaska has become
the center of the debate about offshore drilling. This past December, the Obama
administration cleared Royal Dutch Shell to drill in the Chukchi Sea.
A major concern about extracting

University’s Huxley College; has studied

oil in the Arctic Ocean is the risk of a spill.

Arctic seafloor ecosystems in the Bering Sea;

Shell has assembled an oil spill response

south of the Chukchi Sea.

fleet specifically designed to operate ef

If a spill did occur in the Chukchi

future of national offshore drilling.
Shell will only drill between July 15
and Oct. 31; according to a media release
posted on Shell’s website. During that time

fectively in the Arctic^ according to Shells

Sea; Shull said he does not know how the oil

period; which is called the open-water season;

website. But even with Shells response

would be contained and recovered.

sea ice is usually absent and the Chukchi Sea

vessels^ icy conditions in the Chukchi Sea
present unique challenges.
Research organizations^ such as the

“How the heck are you going to clean
up an oil spill that happens in wintertime and
there’s sea ice?” he said.

Pew Environment Group; do not know
exactly how the ecosystem will react to envi
ronmental or industrial changes.
Compiling data from different
research organizations will create a more
holistic understanding the Arctic environ
ment; Henry Huntington; science director of
the Pew Arctic program; said in an email.
" [It] takes time and effort to com
municate across disciplines; to connect
data collected for different purposes and
to understand how the parts work together
to produce the whole of the ecosystem;”
Huntington said.
David Shull; assistant professor of en
vironmental science at Western Washington

region has extended hours of daylight.
Generally all offshore drilling ac
tivities cease 30 days before the end of the
open water season to allow time to discover

ICE AND DRILLING

The Chukchi Sea is covered by ice for

and plug any unchecked leak; said Larry
Dietrick; director for the Alaska Department

eight to nine months of the year; according

of Environmental Conservation’s division of

to the final report from the National

spill prevention and response.
Shull said that during the Deepwater

Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon
Oil Spill and Offshore Drilling. Floating ice

Horizon disaster it took months for BP PLC

can impede drilling; oil spill response efforts

to seal the well.
“If [Shell is] drilling in October and

and scientific research; so offshore oil opera
tions have to be performed in the summer.
Bitter temperatures; masks of thick
fog; months of darknesS; severe winds and
ocean swells all could complicate oil op

there’s a problem; does that mean oil leaks
for nine months before they can fix the
problem?” Shull said.
Alaska has ensured multiple response

erations in the Chukchi Sea; according to

methods are available during the open water

chapter 10 of the report; which discusses the

season in the event of an oil leak; including a
statewide mandate that oil spill containment
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\MAGE: A Wsf&fftf Opportunity is a ship
that is callesT.^to pull boom, or floats that
containj^^piU to a small area, in case of
an oiljiEff^khell has assembled 74 similar
r use in the Chukchi Sea, including a
ship called the Nanuq, which can hold
12,000 barrels of oil.

OIL SPILL RESPONSE

i

EQUIPMENT

begin within 72 hours from when a leak is

Booms are arranged around the spill

Many oil spill response technologies

to create a fence that contains the oil; Slade

required further testing for use in icy sea

said. A boom resembles rubbery inflated

conditions; according to the report. It

tions in the system and; in the end; it’s not

sausage links. Typically each link is about 10

recommended that Alaska Clean SeaS; which

risk free;” he said.

feet long and a number of them are clipped

would provide equipment and volunteers
to Shell in the event of a spill; upgrade its

MECHANICAL SPILL RESPONSE

together with metal plates to create a barrier
that corrals the oil on the surface. To ensure
oil does not drift under the boom; a rubber

incorporate ice management into volunteer

curtain is attached to the underside and
extends the barrier beneath the water.

response training.

detected; Dietrick said.
‘‘There’s redundant layers of protec

Capt. Roger Slade is the northwest
regional liaison between C-Port and
the Coast Guard. C-Port is part of the
Commercial Assistance Industry which
provides mitigation for environmental
issueS; safety training and towing services
for disabled watercraft. Slade operates Vessel
Assist; a private marine towing company
which is based in Port Hadlock; Wash.

In June 2007; Nuka Research and
Planning Group; an environmental consult
ing firm; prepared a report for the Alaska
Department of Environmental Conservation
about oil spill response in icy Arctic waters.

equipment to function better in ice and

REGULATION AND IMPACT

In the event of a spill in the ArctiC;
Shell would use chemical dispersants that
break up oil slicks as part of the response
effort. The Environmental Protection Agency

The report focused on studies of response

He also has a working relationship with
the Marine Spill Response Corporation; a
national non-profit organization that manages
response efforts to oil spills.
The organization contracts with
private vessels; known as Vessels of
Opportunity which are called on in the event
of a spill to contain the oil and minimize

[whales] may be able to avoid an oil
slick, but they might ingest dispersed
oil without realizing it.

harm to the environment; Slade said.

activities in the Beaufort Sea; which is north

must approve the compounds used in disper

Most mechanical methods of response
to oil spills use two devices: a skimmer; which

of Alaska and east of the Chukchi Sea. It

sants; Dietrick said.

found one type of containment boom that

is a recovery device; and a boom; which is a

might be more effective in icy conditions

made to regulate oil drilling and response

containment device. Skimmers are basically

than booms currently used in Alaska.

conveyor belts that lap the oil off the surface
of the water and squeeze it into tanks.

According to the report; a few models
of skimmers that might function in Arctic

management; more needs to be done; Slade
said. He said he is against the application of

Skimmers are either attached directly to a

conditions are available on the market; but

hide the oil.

response vessel or they are lowered over the

they should be tested in the Beaufort Sea to

side of a vessel by a crane; Slade said.

assess their effectiveness.

“The philosophy of dispersants is
all it’s doing is keeping [oil] from getting to

While a lot of progress has been

dispersants because all the chemicals do is

IMAGES FROM LEFT
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Response trailers and kits containing equipment for
use in case of an oil spill are stationed around the
Puget Sound. Even with these measures, it may be
difficult to respond to a spill in the Pacific Northwest.
The Arctic poses even more challenges - most notably,
the presence of sea ice.
Roger Slade explains the configuration of Vessels of
Opportunity and boom when an oil spill occurs. If an oil
spill happened the vessels would surround the oil spill
with boom to trap the oil so skimmers can take the oil
off the water.
The Obama Administration has cleared Shell Oil Co. to
drill in the Chukchi Sea off the North Slope of Alaska.
Shell has said they are “Arctic-Ready” with an oil
spill response fleet designed to handle the icy Arctic
conditions.

BELOW MAP: The Chukchi Sea region provides
habitat for polar bears, walrus, whales, fish and birds.
The remote location of Shell 's drilling area and the
presence of sea ice during most of the year makes
assessing the risks of offshore drilling difficult.

the shoreline/’ Slade said. “At least if it gets
to the shoreline, we can see it and we can
deal with it.”
Huntington said little is known about
what happens to oil treated with dispersants
and how it impacts sea life.
“[Whales] maybe able to avoid an
oil slick, but they might ingest dispersed oil
without realizing it,” Huntington said.
The impacts of an offshore spill in the
Arctic depend on the timing and movement
of the oil, Huntington said. In the spring,
when whales migrate through the Chukchi
Sea, they would be swimming between sheets
of ice, where it is likely oil would concentrate.
Analysis of ocean currents and
wind patterns indicated oil that escaped
offshore recovery would naturally travel
away from the shoreline, according to
Shell’s promotional video.
However, Shull said when he
examined the currents in the Chukchi
Sea, he discovered the ocean would likely
spread the oil throughout the Arctic,
including to beaches.
If more research and monitoring
strategies were implemented in the Chukchi

which is what happened after the Deepwater

Sea, drilling would likely be delayed,

Horizon disaster.

Huntington said.

Ice and the remote location of Shell’s

could increase to pay for the response effort,

development, Huntington said. It is not

KYLER BARTON is a senior at Fairhaven College.
He designed his own degree, which combines
journalism, creative writing and cultural

Huntington said. In addition, the cost of gas

enough to know oil spill response strategies

awareness.

could escalate if the White House placed a

might work. They have to be proven effective

moratorium on national offshore drilling.

in Arctic conditions. €i

ALECIA GAUSSOINis a fine arts photographer
and creative writing major. She is a lover of
feminist and gender theory and her cats, Lucky
and Boo.

In the event of a spill, oil prices

drilling area present complications for oil

IN THE BAG

STORY ALEX RUMBOLZ | PHOTOS BROOKE WARREN

The United States population uses an estimat
ed 87.5 billion disposable shopping bags per
year, according to the Bellingham ordinance
that will ban distribution of single-use plastic
bags from retail stores beginning July 2012.
Bellingham is joining cities all over the West Coast by making it
illegal for retailers ranging from Walmart and Target to Haggen and Grocery
Outlet to provide plastic bags to customers. Residents are now wondering why
a bag ban is so important and why 2012 is the best time for it.
WHY PLASTIC?

Bag It Bellingham was initiated in January 2011 when Jill MacIntyre
Witt^ a Bellingham environmentalist; teamed up with community member
Brooks Anderson. The women said they wanted to raise awareness and recruit
volunteers for the new Bellingham-based project; which would ultimately
eliminate the distribution of single-use plastic bags in Whatcom County.
MacIntyre Witt and Anderson said they wanted to show the consequences
of misusing plastiC; so they organized more than a dozen meetings around
Bellingham and Western Washington University to show “Bag It;” an
award-winning film that tries to bring perspective to Americans by showing
the everyday use of plastic and where the plastic ends up.
Single-use plastic bags are consumed in volumes as high as 22 million
per year in Bellingham alone. They are designed to be disposable and are rarely
recycled; according to the bag ban ordinance.
The ordinance also states after disposal; in landfills or as litter; plastic bags
can become a significant hazard to animals; which often mistake them for food.
According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration;
plastics deteriorate over time; but never completely go away. If submerged in
water; the degradation process can take even longer.
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Plastic bags are made of polyethylene said

much as other material,” she said. “Waste

Anderson said out of the initial feedback

Nicole Hoekstra; a thermoplastic engineer at

management companies won’t accept material

received from the article, nearly all of the

Western. She said polyethylene is a composite
similar to candle wax. Other than bags, polyeth

if it isn’t worth their while financially. Plastic

comments were in favor of the ordinance.

bags can be recycled.”

ylene is often used to make plastic lumber.
As far as slow or non-existent biodegra
dation; Hoekstra said it isn’t exclusive to plastic.
“People have pulled 50-year-old
newspapers out of a landfill and read them
perfectly,” she said. “And that’s paper. The way
anything breaks down is through oxygen,
microbes, movement and heat. In a landfill,
if you keep stacking layers of material on top
of each other, that material will never break
down because there aren’t any of these things.”
Plastic bags account for more than
10 percent of the debris washed up on the
United States’ coastline, according to the
National Marine Debris Monitoring Center.
“Polyethylene is one of two types
of plastic that float, so one of the reasons
modern media is so worried about it is

PACKAGING AND TRANSPORTATION
GAINING COMMUNITY SUPPORT

After recruiting community and
student volunteers in January 2011,
MacIntyre Witt and Anderson contacted

MacIntyre Witt said customers will
also have the choice of paying a five cent
fee per paper bag. Otherwise, reusable bags

Bellingham city councilmember, Seth

are available to buy.
“The money from the fee will go back

Fleetwood to help them initiate an ordinance

to the retailer to offset the cost of the paper

and get it on the ballot.

bags,” MacIntyre Witt said.

Fleetwood said it all started when

But Anderson said the objective of

he got a phone call from MacIntyre Witt. It

the law is to encourage people to use reusable

was just a matter of time before the proposed

bags, rather than adding to the waste stream.

law went public and they were not sure how

Glen Foresman, the vice president

long after announcing it they should wait to

of retail services of Haggen Foods, said

submit the bill for approval, he said.

grocery chains will face problems with

“In no time, it went from no inkling at

packaging, production and distribution

of The Bellingham Herald,” Fleetwood said.

with the paper alternative.
Foresman said the packaging the

“We had 467 comments on their website.”

paper bags come in is less space efficient than

all that this was happening, to the front page

because it’s all we can see,” she said. “Nobody

the packaging for plastic.

ever sees the material that sinks.”

Plastic bags account for more than lo
percent of the debris washed up on
the United States’ coastline.
it’s all about business

Since the spring of 2011, MacIntyre
Witt and Anderson have contacted larger
grocers in the area, such as Walmart and Fred
Meyer, to explain the initiative.
Anderson said it would attract new
customers, make them look more environ
mentally friendly and help their industry.
When discussing companies that
are more environmental friendly, Hoekstra
said that as an engineer, she is much more
critical of how recycling is portrayed in
popular media.
“I have a problem when things are
marketed as recyclable,”’ Hoekstra said.”
Just because a material is recyclable’ doesn’t
mean there is any infrastructure within your
community to recycle it.”
Hoekstra said the decision by waste
management companies to recycle some
materials and not others is financially driven.
“Waste companies don’t think
recycling plastic bags will benefit them as

BELOW: Barrett Johnson and his grandmother Jean
Johnson walk out of Barkley Haggen with reusable
cloth bag. ‘Tve been a [reusable] bag person for a long
time,” she said.
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TOP: Jill MacIntyre Witt began the movement to ban
single-use plastic bags in Bellingham in Jan. 2011. She
and Brooks Anderson, her partner in the ejfort, are currently
working on educational outreach to prepare Bellingham
residents for the upcoming changes in bag use.
BOTTOM: Seth Fleetwood, a Bellingham city council
member, was instrumental in creating Bellingham’s
ordinance banning single-use plastic bags. He
proposed the ordinance to the chamber of commerce
and city of Bellingham. His work was critical to drafting
the language of the ordinance.

Hoekstra said the packaging hOOO
paper bags come in stands about 46 inches
tall and weighs 140 pounds. Plastic is much

If a person uses a cotton bag only
130 times and then discards it, according
to the assessment, that person will have

easier to transport; the same number of
plastic bags is packaged in a 3.5 inch tall box

than if he or she had used 130 conventional

weighing about 15 pounds.

plastic carryout bags. They would need to

“We encourage customers to eventu
ally purchase our reusable bagsForesman
said. “We have painted diagrams in the parking
lots to remind people to bring them in.”

created more global warming potential

use the bag at least 131 times for it to pay off
environmentally.
Paper bags would require three uses
to equal one polyethylene bag s carbon
emissions.

POLYETHYLENE IN LANDFILLS

Issues have also surfaced around the
resources used to make plastic. MacIntyre
*4

IN THE NORTHWEST

Seattle, Edmonds and Mukilteo are

Witt and the activists behind the ban oppose

three other Washington cities that have

polyethylene because of its oil and natural

approved bag ban ordinances. Edmonds

gas composition.
Reusable bags are the best alternative

banned the plastic bag in 2009 and Seattle

to plastiC; according to MacIntyre Witt s

Foresman said the Flaggen store
in Edmonds has done very well with the

outreach blog for the Bag It Bellingham
movement. Woven synthetic or cloth bags
reduce landfill waste. Therefore^ Bellingham
residents and taxpayers would not have to pay
the clean-up costs and landfill fees related to
disposable single-use carryout bags.
In 2011^ the United Kingdom
Government Environment Agency

and Mukilteo followed suit in 2011.

transition.
“We look forward to state-wide imple
mentation for a larger solution for all classes
of trade,” he said.
The volunteers behind Bag It
Bellingham are in the process of reaching

conducted a Life Cycle Assessment of con

out to community members to share their
outlook on plastic. Through educational

ventional plastiC; paper^ heavy-duty plastic

outreach, people will be more informed

and cotton bags.

about the local change and be more prepared

When compared to paper and heavyduty plastic bags used fewer than two times^

for the law.

conventional polyethylene bags consume less

Alexandra Doumas, a student
volunteer for Bag It Bellingham, said these

non-renewable energy, produce less solid

kinds of laws take some getting used to. 0

waste and have lower global warming potential
- an estimate of how much various greenhouses
gases emitted during a bag s life cycle will
contribute to global warming over time. In
terms of litter^ polyethylene bags posed
the highest risk.

ALEX RUMBOLZ is a senior majoring in
journalism and public relations. He has written
for Klipsun magazine and The Western Front.
BROOKE WARREN is a visual journalism major
who enjoys spontaneous outdoor adventures
paired with an understanding of the environment.
She seeks to expose the raw beauty of the world.

BAGS IN B-HAM
A Comparison Chartfor Bellingham, WA

Have you ever wondered what you should answer when asked, “paper or plastic?”
Have you considered using reusable bags made out of canvas but not been sure how
this would really affect the environment? Here is a chart that compares three types
of bags in terms of capacity, cost and environmental impact in Bellingham.

Energy Required
to Manufacture

Polyethylene
(Plastic)

Paper

Composition

(BWperBag)

High density
polyethylene, oil,
natural gas.

A ^
i , < . i i
594 per bag

Expected
Lifespan

Haggen and Fred Meyer
will recycle plastic bags.

-f. f- f f.

canvas, woven
synthetic fibers,
cloth, hemp.

3 reuses

0M

Unbleached brown
paper (wood pulp).-

Any of the following:

Cost for
Consumer

A«dMeyer

Paper bags placed in
recycling bins will be
recycled by the City
Of Bellingham.

2.511 per bag

Reusable

Where can I
recycle it?

■f

^

f.

A^

3 reuses

f4

41 # f i i f4 + f t ’H' i' 1 'H t ^4 i
#4. i-4 'f i' #• f f W I- *■ f 'f ^4-1- f ■ t ♦
f f #. f. 1. -li i f. f f. f. f f

i-f4 ^ f4 4-f• t f f f4 f f f4 i f t'f t
i.4 f- 4 f f f i ’f f. I' ^ ^ f- 4-4- f f t f4 ^
i f4 fH441 f i- H H f fH4 H t H
f t i i f f f ^4 i' f4 f A f i' f. f- f ^ f. f
I441F f 'f f f t * f f l'4 f t f ^ f -f
1^. 4 ^

$0.05

$2.00
No recycling facilities exist
in Whatcom County for
this type of bag.
$0.89

f 4.4 4.4 ■(k 11^ 4. f

29.700 per bag

FredMeyer
100+ reuses

THE FATE OF A PLASTIC BAG
Consumer choices determine the fate of plastic bags.
Local grocery stores such as Haggen and Fred Meyer
provide collection bins to transport plastic bags to
recycling facilities capable of processing them.
Recycled bags are often used to manufacture
composite lumber, which is used for outdoor decks,
window frames and door frames.

Littered

Stored

According to the UK Environment Agency’s analysis of
m

carrier bags, reuse of plastic bags for groceries or as bin
liners is more environmentally beneficial than recycling
them after only one use. Bags thrown in the garbage are

Reused

taken to landfills where degradation is extremely slow.

Recycled
at Grocery Store

Plastic bags that are not properly disposed of may end
up in as litter on land or in water bodies where they can
take hundreds of years to degrade.

Plastic bags photodegrade into smaller pieces when
exposed to sunlight. Toxic plastic particles consumed
by fish, sea birds and other animals can cause adverse

Landfill

Recycling Center

Ocean

health effects or death. In addition, taxpayer money
provides the majority of funding for cleanup efforts.

Data from CleanWaterAction.org, Cleantech Chemistry,
the Pennsylvania Recycling Markets Ctr, Life Cycle Assessment, and Eco Carrier Bag.

Food, whether packaged or not, comes with a label. All-natural, organic and grass
fed are just a few of the words seen on food product labels in grocery stores. How
ever, a consumer cannot tell just by looking at a label whether or not there is a
regulatory agency behind the words or if they are just a marketing ploy. Even if there
is an agency, the label docs not always mean what a consumer would expect. On
your fridge, in your car or taped to your grocery bag, this chart will help you wade
through the sea of labels.

BY MARY SHOUP | PHOTO TAIT TRAUTMAN
DESIGN CRISTA DOUGHTERY

LABEL

AGENCY

DICTIONAR
DEFINITION'

PERCEPTION

ORGANIC

USDA
ORGANIC

GRASS-FED
American

’ Crrassfed

ALL NATURAL

NO ANIMAL
BY-PRODUCTS

FREE RANGE

LOCAL

SUSTAINABLE

grown with only animal or
vegetable fertilizers

lets with this official seal
have a minimum of 95 percent
organic ingredients, salt and
water excluded. “Made with
Organic” are a minimum of 70
percent organic.

to give food to; provide
food for fin the form nf
grass]

Grass and grass-type hay are
the entirety of the diet in cattle
and other similar animals,'
'
with the exception of milk
consumed prior to weaning.^

“A cow that’s allowed to roam in a
field and cat as it pleases,” George
Hausauer said.

USDA

the whole extent or
quantity of arising from
or existing in nature

No artificial ingredients or
added color and minimal
processing that does not
fundamentally alter the
product

“I guess not chemically grown,”
Serene Hastings said.

None

[lacking] anything
produced in the course of
making another [animal
product]

Tlie USDA seems to have a
process to verify this, but no set
definition

“By-products are the garbage meats.
It’s what hot dogs are made of. It’s
the creepy meat,” Amber Caulfield
said.

Poultry has access to the
outside

“It means they have the option of
going outside, of walking around,’
Robert Merrick said.

None

“Grown or raised within maybe the
state or county,” Ian Netherda said.

None

“I like to think it means that the
production of that ingredient or
product is less detrimental to the
environment,” Stacy Anderson said.

USDA
(Does not require
the seal to be
regulated)

American
Grassfed
As^sociation
(when the seal is
used)

USDA

None

None

designating or produced
by chickens that are
allowed to range for food
rather than being enclosed

relating to place; of,
characteristic of, or
confined to a particular
place or district

capable of being sustained
or kept in existance

^According to Webster^s New World College Dictionary Fourth Edition
^Except where otherwise noted, according to the United States Department of
Agriculture.
^According to the American Grassfed association

“[The seal] is something I would
trust more than just the word... but
I don’t have enough information to
say if it’s good or bad,” Lea Reuss
said.
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MARY SHOUP Is a senior environmental journalism major and current editor for The Planet.
TAIT TRAUTMAN is as an outdoor photographer currently attending Western.
CRISTA DOUGHERTY is a printmaking and photography major and current photo editor.

